Installation Guides
Roller & Sunscreen Blinds Installation
Installing your blinds is really easy with our simple installation guides!
ITEMS:
1. Roller blind
2. Brackets and screws
3. Stoppers
4. Child safe and screws (optional)
TOOLS REQUIRED:
Cordless drill with #2 Square Head Drill Bit

Roller and Sunscreen Installation Inside fit
Step 1 Inside Window Fit
Unwrap blind and peel tape off middle wrap. (Do not use sharp object as this may damage your
blind).
Inside: Position brackets inside recess 5mm back from the frames edge and use a battery drill to
fix a bracket at each end with screws provided.

Step 2 Inside fit
Place blind into brackets. Take notice of the brackets shape and
how they correspond to the ends of the blind.
TIP: make sure you position the chain end on the side you wish to
operate the blind from (side you have previously allocated when
ordering).

The blind has a hook that fits into the + shape on the bracket. The
hook needs to point down into the lowest point of the + shape.
To fit, push the hook into it's bracket at each end and lock into
place. This should feel very secure. See Below.
Control end on blind (white) and control end bracket (black)
TIP: if blind is particularly large have someone help you lift and
secure in place.

Step 3 Inside fit
Clear plastic stoppers will need to be placed on the chain to
prevent the fabric rolling off the blind.
Each blind is provided with two stoppers. Stoppers are difficult to
remove so ensure correct placement.
First stopper: roll the blind down until it reaches the bottom of the
window frame, (where you would like it to sit when in the down
position). DO NOT KEEP ROLLING PAST THE WINDOW FRAME.
Place one stopper at the top of the chain at the back of the blind.
Second stopper: Roll the blind up and place a stopper at the top
of the front chain.

OPTIONAL: Child Safe
Child Safes's are small plastic clips that holds the chain in place. They are designed to reduce the risk of strangulation. Child Safe's also
provide a neat and tidy look and stop the chain from moving around in a draft if window or door is open where blind is fitted.
To fasten the Child Safe hook the chain around the clip of the Child Safe and position it either inside the recess or to the face
(determined by whether the blind is fitted to the recess or face).
Make sure the position of the Child Safe will not interfere with the blind once fully wound down. Allow for some slack in the chain so you
may still operate the blind easily. Once you are satisfied with the position drill into place.

Roller and Sunscreen Installation Outside fit
Step 1 Outside Window Fit
Unwrap blind and peel tape off middle wrap. (Do not use sharp
object as this may damage your blind).
Face Fit: Position brackets at each end flush with the face of the
frame and drill into place using a battery drill and screws provided.
Note: Pre-drill face fixed brackets (use 4mm drill bit)

Step 2 Outside fit
Place blind into brackets. Take notice of the brackets shape and
how they correspond to the ends of the blind.
TIP: make sure you position the chain end on the side you wish to
operate the blind from (side you have previously allocated when
ordering).

The blind has a hook that fits into the + shape on the bracket. The
hook needs to point down into the lowest point of the + shape.
To fit, push the hook into it's bracket at each end and lock into
place. This should feel very secure. See Below.
Control end on blind (white) and control end bracket (black)
TIP: if blind is particularly large have someone help you lift and
secure in place.

Step 3 Outside fit
Clear plastic stoppers will need to be placed on the chain to prevent the fabric rolling off the blind.
Each blind is provided with two stoppers. Stoppers are difficult to remove so ensure correct placement.
First stopper: roll the blind down until it reaches the bottom of the window frame, (where you would like it to
sit when in the down position). DO NOT KEEP ROLLING PAST THE WINDOW FRAME. Place one stopper
at the top of the chain at the back of the blind.
Second stopper: Roll the blind up and place a stopper at the top of the front chain.

OPTIONAL: Child Safe
Child Safes's are small plastic clips that holds the chain in place. They are designed to reduce the risk of strangulation. Child Safe's also
provide a neat and tidy look and stop the chain from moving around in a draft if window or door is open where blind is fitted.
To fasten the Child Safe hook the chain around the clip of the Child Safe and position it either inside the recess or to the face
(determined by whether the blind is fitted to the recess or face).
Make sure the position of the Child Safe will not interfere with the blind once fully wound down. Allow for some slack in the chain so you
may still operate the blind easily. Once you are satisfied with the position drill into place.

